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CLUSTER ANALYSIS OF HIGH MULTIPLICITYNUCLEUS�NUCLEUS COLLISIONSA. D¡browska, R. Hoªy«ski, M. Szarska, A. TrzupekW. Wolter, B. Wosiek and K. Wo¹niakH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisKawiory 26a, 30-055 Kraków, Poland(Reeived July 6, 2000)Analysis of the lustering properties in the multipartile �nal statesprodued in entral ollisions of Pb nulei with the Ag/Br target at 158 AGeV is presented. It is mainly foused on investigation of di�erent e�etswhih in�uene the results of the searh for high density phase spae re-gions. A omparison of di�erent lustering proedures is performed withvaried uts on the luster size and on the number of partiles per luster.We also disuss the dependene of the obtained results on the shape ofsingle partile distributions and on the multipliity of produed partiles.PACS numbers: 25.75.Gz, 12.38.Mh1. IntrodutionHigh multipliity �nal hadroni states produed in relativisti heavy ionollisions are expeted to show some luster strutures. These struturesan be due to the prodution of Quark Gluon Plasma droplets [1℄, to theformation of Disoriented Chiral Condensate [2℄ or to the prodution of jetsor mini-jets [1, 3℄. Looking for lustering e�ets is also an e�ient methodto haraterize nuleus�nuleus interations on an event-by-event basis.In this paper we present the analysis of ollisions of lead nulei withthe Ag/Br emulsion targets at 158 A GeV. The experimental data wereobtained by the KLM Collaboration from the EMU13 CERN experiment.A standard nulear emulsion stak tehnique, used to reord and measureollision events, provides a 4� solid angle overage for produed hargedpartiles. The measurements are, however, limited to partile emission an-gles. The analyzed sample onsists of entral ollisions whih onstituteabout 9% of all events seleted as those with highest multipliities. A typi-al total harged partile multipliity is of the order of 900 per event. Moreexperimental details an be found elsewhere [4, 5℄.(2051)



2052 A. D¡browska et al.In our previous paper [5℄ we presented di�erent methods of analysis ofindividual ollision events, among whih the searh for luster-like objetsin the two-dimensional pseudorapidity�azimuth phase spae was also dis-ussed. In this paper we fous only on this latter problem, and we extendthe previous analysis in order to aount for di�erent fators whih may in-�uene results of the searh for highly oupied phase spae domains. Themain purpose of this paper is to provide a suitable tool for studying luster-ing properties in heavy ion ollisions at the SPS energies as well as at muhhigher RHIC energies.Partiularly, we want to hek the dependene of the results on the lus-ter de�nition. Three di�erent lustering proedures are applied. One ofthese methods is the same as used reently in [6, 7℄, where the lusteringphenomena were searhed for in some of our Pb-Ag/Br ollision events aswell as in Monte Carlo generated events. The disussion of di�erent meth-ods, and uts on the luster size as well as on the minimal number of partilesin a luster are inluded in Setion 2. A high partile density environment,whih is spei� for heavy ion ollisions, makes the searh for luster stru-tures di�ult and sensitive to di�erent e�ets. We inlude in Setion 3 thestudy of the dependene on the shape of single partile distributions, andin Setion 4 the dependene on the total number of partiles produed in aollision. Finally, the Setion 5 ontains summary and onluding remarks.2. Clustering proeduresThe lustering proedure is based on distanes measured between pairs ofpartiles. In the two-dimensional pseudorapidity (� = � ln tan �=2)�azimuth(') phase spae we de�ne as a distane between two partiles i and k:R2 = (Æ�)2 + (Æ')2 ; (1)where Æ� = �i��k and Æ' = 'i�'k. The value of R2 is left as a parameter," = R2, and the results for di�erent " values are shown. In the followingthe " parameter will be referred to as the 'luster size', although in fatit re�ets only spaings between partiles (in ��' spae) ontained in theluster. A real luster size depends on the proedure used to build a lusterand for ertain lustering proedures this quantity an not be well de�ned.The normalized luster size, de�ned as "="0 is also used, where"0 = (��)2 + (�')2 ; (2)with �� and �' denoting a full analyzed range orrespondingly in � and 'spae. In this analysis the � range overs 6 units of pseudorapidity (in thelaboratory frame from 0 to 6) and �'=�, with the ' overage from 0 to 2�.



Cluster Analysis of High Multipliity Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 2053Before starting the lusterization proedure, the ordering of partiles inan event was randomized to eliminate some possible sequenes of partilesintrodued during the measurement stage. Then, the �rst partile is seletedas a enter of the �rst luster and around this partile we are building aluster. This �rst step of the luster formation is ommon for all studiedlustering proedures.In our previous paper [5℄ we used a rather restritive lustering riterion,requiring that all partiles forming a luster should be at distanes smallerthan " with respet to the �rst partile. After reating a �rst luster, thesame proedure is repeated for all remaining partiles. We will refer to thistype of lusters as star-like lusters. We may relax a lustering riterion,by aepting a onseutive partile, i + 1, if its distane to the partile i issmaller than ". Objets formed in this way will be alled snake-like lusters.Finally, the most general and least restritive riterion is used to form tree-like strutures (see Fig. 1 for a shemati drawing of possible luster objets).In this ase we require only that eah partile belonging to a given lustershould be at the distane smaller than " with respet to at least one otherpartile from this luster. In this proedure, we form a �rst level of the

Fig. 1. A shemati illustration of di�erent luster strutures. The �rst partileis marked by a star. Conneted �lled points (partiles) represent a tree luster.Dotted line onnets partiles forming a snake luster. Partiles forming a starluster are ontained inside a large irle. For larity only a single tree, snake andstar lusters are marked.



2054 A. D¡browska et al.tree (a branh) exatly like in the star method. Then all partiles from thisbranh are searhed for ompanions within a distane smaller than ", andthe proedure is ontinued for all onseutive branhes of a tree. For small" values the number of branhes will be small, while for large " pratiallyall partiles must form a single large luster. The above desription of thelustering methods obviously indiates that for less restritive riteria (tree-like or snake-like lusters) we will form fewer lusters but with larger numberof partiles ontained in the luster than for more demanding star lustersde�nition. It should be pointed out that the star and snake methods dependon the ordering of partiles in an event. This dependene, however, doesnot obsure di�erenes between the three algorithms. We have hosen therandom ordering of partiles sine in this ase the star method provideslusters with largest partile multipliities.Table I lists the number of lusters, Nl and the average multipliity ofpartiles per luster, hmi, for the three methods and for a range of " values.The smallest " value orresponds to the limit set by our measuring resolu-tion in � and '. Clusters whih ontain at least two partiles, m0=2, areounted. Later on this ut will be hanged. All variables quoted in Table Iare averaged over all entral ollision events. As expeted, for a star methodwe observe more but smaller lusters as ompared to the results obtainedfrom the other algorithms. This holds in a wide range of " values. In thease of the tree method even for luster sizes about 30 times smaller thanthe total �� � �' phase spae, all produed partiles form a single largeluster. The same e�ets are also observed on the basis of individual events.Signi�ant di�erenes obviously should also show up in the distributions ofTABLE INumber of lusters and average luster multipliities for di�erent " values and forthe three luster de�nitions.Nl hmi" tree snake star tree snake star"0=23 1.0 1:53� 0:08 4:77� 0:10 905 � 15 681� 36 193:6� 4:9"0=24 1.0 2:72� 0:11 8:70� 0:09 905 � 15 362� 15 104:5� 2:0"0=25 1.0 5:13� 0:15 16:25� 0:15 905 � 15 184:9 � 6:6 55:79� 0:95"0=26 1:02� 0:02 10:45� 0:27 30:06� 0:22 896 � 16 89:55� 3:05 30:06� 0:48"0=27 1:26� 0:07 20:79� 0:41 53:02� 0:30 788 � 30 43:98� 1:17 16:94� 0:25"0=28 2:40� 0:17 41:19� 0:58 90:89� 0:53 482 � 34 21:71� 0:47 9:79� 0:14"0=29 8:04� 0:38 75:70� 0:76 145:64 � 1:00 131:1 � 9:1 11:46� 0:21 5:96� 0:08"0=210 42:98� 1:30 134:92 � 1:16 207:17 � 2:18 21:72� 0:99 6:09 � 0:09 3:94� 0:04"0=211 143:62 � 1:27 198:13 � 2:27 241:32 � 3:81 5:42� 0:12 3:67 � 0:04 2:95� 0:02"0=212 189:42 � 3:34 207:42 � 4:05 224:38 � 4:84 3:15� 0:03 2:75 � 0:02 2:47� 0:01



Cluster Analysis of High Multipliity Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 2055the number of partiles per luster, m. These are depited in Fig. 2 for the" value of "0=210. The long large multipliity tails are learly visible for thetree and snake type of lusters. It should be pointed out that in [6,7℄ the mul-tipliity distributions of partiles in lusters were investigated by using thetree lustering algorithm, and the analysis was arried out down to " valuesmuh smaller than the limit set by the experimental resolution. Therefore,their results annot be diretly ompared to our previously published data,where the star proedure was applied1.

Fig. 2. Comparison of the luster multipliity distributions for tree lusters (solid),snake lusters (dotted) and star lusters (dashed) for a �xed luster size " = "0=210.It was proposed in [7℄ that one an e�iently di�erentiate between indi-vidual ollision events by studying the entropy, whih is de�ned for a givenevent as: S(") = �Xk pk ln pk ; (3)where pk = mk=Pkmk denotes the probability of �nding a partile in thek-th luster, and summations run over all Nl lusters reorded in an event.1 Furthermore, in our previous paper [5℄ we required that at least 5 partiles shouldform a luster whereas in [6, 7℄ this threshold was set to 2.



2056 A. D¡browska et al.Certainly this quantity is worth studying. In Fig. 3 we ompare the depen-dene of the entropy, averaged over all events in the sample, on "="0 for thethree disussed methods. One an see that the entropy is also quite sensitiveto the proedure used to selet luster objets in the range of studied lustersizes. It seems that the entropy of star-like lusters reahes the maximum inthe range of studied luster sizes. The maximal entropy alulated for theother two types of lusters seems to be reahed at yet smaller luster sizesthan those shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Cluster entropy as a funtion of the normalized luster size for the star(irles), snake (squares) and tree (triangles) lusters. Lines are drawn to guidethe eye.For nuleus�nuleus ollisions it is reasonable to set a ut on the mini-mal number of partiles per luster at higher m0 values in order to identifydensely populated phase spae regions in the overall large density environ-ment. In Table II the values of luster parameters are listed for di�erent utson m: m0 = 2, m0 = 4, m0 = 8 and m0 = 12 for the value of " = "0=210.Obviously, with inreasing m0 the number of lusters rapidly dereases, ir-respetively of the method of analysis. However, this suppression of lusterprodution is the strongest for the most restritive luster de�nition, i.e. forstar lusters.



Cluster Analysis of High Multipliity Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 2057TABLE IINumber of lusters and average luster multipliities for di�erent m0 uts and fora �xed size of the luster, " = "0=210.Nl hmim0 tree snake star tree snake starm0 = 2 42:98 � 1:30 134:92� 1:16 207:17 � 2:18 21:27 � 0:99 6:09� 0:09 3:94� 0:04m0 = 4 21:49 � 0:78 70:53 � 0:87 99:47� 2:23 42:17 � 2:31 9:49� 0:16 5:58� 0:04m0 = 8 10:02 � 0:45 30:08 � 0:69 14:23� 0:87 88:45 � 5:82 15:34 � 0:27 9:07� 0:06m0 = 12 6:21� 0:37 16:40 � 0:57 1:06 � 0:17 159:43� 19:0 20:37 � 0:36 13:27 � 0:15Clearly, the resulting lustering struture strongly depends on the waythe lusters are formed. Partiularly striking is the di�erene between thestar proedure and the tree method. Fig. 4 shows the distribution of thenumber of branhes, NBR, per tree lusters of size " = "0=210. This distribu-tion is rather broad with the mean value of branhes, hNBRi = 5:74 � 0:15,whereas for the star lusters there is always only a single branh developedfrom one partile. It is expeted that these di�erenes should disappear

Fig. 4. Distribution of the number of branhes, NBR, for tree-like lusters for" = "0=210.



2058 A. D¡browska et al.for very small " values. However, the analysis of experimental data mustbe limited to luster sizes that are not smaller than the resolution in thetwo-trak separation.3. Dependene on the shape of single partile distributionsThe non-uniform shape of single partile distributions may also a�etthe searh for luster-like objets. For our data the measured ' distribu-tion is uniform, but the dN=d� distribution has a Gaussian shape with �of 1.5 [4℄. To hek whether the shape of pseudorapidity distribution in-�uenes the results we performed the luster analysis for the two samplesof events with randomly generated traks. In the both samples the totalevent multipliities are the same and math those in measured events. Forthe �rst sample (Sample I) both partiles azimuths and pseudorapidities arerandomly generated aording to the uniform distributions. Thus for thissample we preserve only the orrelations due to the average partile den-sity (i.e. total number of partiles ontained in the �� ��' phase spae).For the other sample (Sample II) partiles azimuths are generated in thesame way as in the Sample I, but their pseudorapidities are randomly dis-tributed aording to a Gaussian distribution of mean h�i = 3:4 and variane� = 1:5. This distribution reprodues the experimentally measured dN=d�spetrum. In Fig. 5 we plot the ratio of the average luster multipliities,hmiII=hmiI (open irles) as a funtion of the normalized luster size for thesnake (Fig. 5(a)) and star (Fig. 5(b)) lusters. One an see that for thenon-uniform dN=d� distribution stronger lustering of partiles is present.We systematially observe larger luster multipliities for the Sample II as inthe ase of uniformly distributed partiles (Sample I) for the both snake andstar proedures. Furthermore, for the smallest luster size (" = "0=212), thenumber of lusters is also larger for the Sample II than for the Sample I. Stilllarger di�erenes are observed by assuming a narrower dN=d� distribution2.For the tree method, whih provides quite extended objets, we see dif-ferenes between the results obtained for the Sample II and the Sample I,but only for small luster sizes ("="0 < 0:02). They show up either in theinreased number of lusters or in the inreased luster multipliities for theSample II as ompared to the Sample I.
2 This was heked for the Gaussian dN=d� distribution with � = 1:3, whih was foundfor the Pb�Ag/Br ollisions generated from the Venus Monte Carlo Model [4, 8℄.



Cluster Analysis of High Multipliity Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 2059

Fig. 5. Dependene of the ratio of luster multipliities for the two samples ofevents with randomly generated partiles on the normalized luster size for thesnake (a) and star (b) method. Open irles denote the results of the analysis ofnormal � and ' variables, while �lled irles show the same for the saled �� and'� variables. See text for more explanations.Thus, it is lear that the lustering strutures depend on the shape ofthe single partile distributions. In order to eliminate this dependene onean used saled variables [9℄. A saled pseudorapidity, ��, is de�ned as:��(�) = �Z0 �(�0)d�0= Z�� �(�0)d�0 ; (4)where �(�) is the density distribution averaged over all events in the sam-ple. The �(��) distribution ranges from 0 to 1 and is �at. For the sake ofompleteness we applied the same proedure for the azimuthal angle. Theresulting two-dimensional distribution d2N=d��d'� is indeed �at, indiatingthat there is no sizable orrelations between pseudorapidity and azimuth3.3 By transforming original variables separately in pseudorapidity and azimuth we as-sumed that these two variables are independent.



2060 A. D¡browska et al. TABLE IIINumber of lusters and average luster multipliities for the two samples of eventswith di�erent average total multipliities, hNi.sample Nl hmi" hNi tree snake star tree snake star"0=24 796 � 9 1.0 3:05 � 0:23 9:20 � 0:17 796 � 9 314 � 41 86:82 � 1:241023 � 11 1.0 3:16 � 0:19 9:37 � 0:13 1023 � 11 347 � 22 109:67 � 2:08"0=26 796 � 9 1.0 11:80 � 0:47 31:25 � 0:33 796 � 9 69:89 � 3:78 25:45 � 0:341023 � 11 1.0 11:42 � 0:53 32:42 � 0:28 1023 � 11 92:78 � 4:19 31:52 � 0:35"0=28 796 � 9 1:05 � 0:05 42:65 � 0:54 99:00 � 0:84 795 � 20 18:19 � 0:23 7:91 � 0:071023 � 11 1.0 45:05 � 0:93 105:84 � 0:56 1023 � 11 22:46 � 0:52 9:57 � 0:10"0=210 796 � 9 77:35 � 2:20 153:15 � 1:62 210:20 � 2:42 9:99 � 0:39 4:63 � 0:04 3:33 � 0:021023 � 11 49:11 � 1:85 163:05 � 2:04 245:58 � 2:64 20:97 � 0:93 5:76 � 0:06 3:80 � 0:03"0=212 796 � 9 168:05 � 3:45 173:30 � 3:30 180:25 � 3:30 2:68 � 0:02 2:47 � 0:01 2:31 � 0:011023 � 11 227:53 � 3:24 243:84 � 3:41 258:58 � 3:84 2:95 � 0:02 2:62 � 0:02 2:40 � 0:01Now we re analyzed the previously used Sample II in terms of saled vari-ables. The results are shown In Fig. 5 as �lled irles. It an be seen thatthe use of the saled variables signi�antly redues the di�erenes due tothe non-uniform shape of dN=d� distribution. Therefore it is advisable touse the saled variables, partiularly when we want to ompare data sets orollision events with di�erent shapes of single partile spetra, e.g. our datawith the Venus model simulations.4. Dependene on the event multipliityIt is obvious that the loal density �utuations must depend on the eventmultipliities. Con�ning more partiles in the �nite �� ��' spae shouldgive di�erent lustering pattern than in the ase of small event multiplii-ties. The question remains how large this di�erene in the event multipliityshould be to hange the pattern. Presumably, in the high density regions,even a small di�erene in partile multipliity may lead to di�erent stru-tures. In our sample of seleted entral events, the partile multipliitiesvary from 740 up to 1120. We have seleted the two sub samples of eventsfrom our data set: the �rst with N � 850 and the seond with N � 950,where N is the harged partile multipliity in the analyzed �� and �'range. The average multipliities are orrespondingly 796 and 1023. The re-sults obtained for these two data sets are ompared in Table III for several "values. The analysis was performed using saled variables and with m0 = 2.For the snake and star proedures we obtain more lusters and larger lus-ter multipliities for high multipliity events than for the low multipliityollisions. For the tree method the same e�et is seen only for the smallest" value. It should be noted that, even for the seleted entral ollisions, theevent to event multipliity an likely vary by 20�30 %.



Cluster Analysis of High Multipliity Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 20615. SummaryThe searh for luster-like objets in the two-dimensional pseudorapidity�azimuth phase spae was disussed. This study mainly onentrated ontesting di�erent lustering proedures as well as dependene on uts on theluster size and luster multipliity. We also heked the dependene on theshape of single partile distributions and on the overall event multipliity.High multipliity events of Pb ollisions with the Ag/Br emulsion target at158 A GeV were used in this analysis.It was shown that three di�erent analysis methods, whih an be used tosearh for densely populated phase spae domains, lead to di�erent patternsof event luster strutures in a wide range of luster sizes. Partiularly pro-nouned are di�erenes between the restritive 'star' method and the othertwo methods, 'snake' and 'tree' in whih more loose riteria are used. Thee�et of applying di�erent uts on the minimal number of partiles per lus-ter was also investigated. We observe expeted hange of the event lusterproperties when this ut was set at higher values, qualitatively independentof the method of analysis. Finally it was also shown that the e�ets dueto the non-uniform shape of single partile distributions and di�erent eventmultipliities are important and should be eliminated by using variables uni-formly distributed in the phase spae and omparing the results for eventswith similar multipliities.Summarizing, it is evident that in the high density �nal hadroni statesprodued in heavy ion ollisions, the searh for lustering strutures is sensi-tive to many di�erent e�ets. It is reommended that in order to distintlyidentify densely populated regions, one has to use a rather restritive luster-ing algorithm like the 'star' method. The are should be put when omparingresults for events with di�erent multipliities of produed hadrons and dif-ferent shapes of single partile spetra. We are going to apply suh thoroughproedure in the analysis of entral ollisions of Pb nulei with the Pb tar-get at the energy of 158 A GeV. The partile densities produed in theseollisions are higher than in the analyzed Pb ollisions with lighter, Ag/Brtarget. It would be also interesting to perform suh analysis for Au�Auollisions at the RHIC energy where one expets to produe still higher par-tile densities. In Fig. 6 we show the omparison of the star luster analysiswith m0 = 8 for our sample of Pb-Ag/Br ollisions and for simulated [11℄head on Au�Au ollisions at RHIC energy. The e�et of the large partiledensity (the average density for simulated RHIC data is by a fator of about5 larger than for Pb-Ag/Br measured events) is learly seen. More lustersand higher luster mutlipliities are observed for large density data. Theanalysis of this rih luster struture requires the appliation of a quite re-stritive lustering proedure in order to identify interesting events. The full



2062 A. D¡browska et al.solid angle overage of the Multipliity Array of the PHOBOS experimentat RHIC [10℄ will make the study of luster e�ets possible as soon as the�rst measurements are available.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the star luster analysis (m0 = 8) for Pb�Ag/Br data atps = 17 A GeV (irles) and simulated Au�Au ollisions at ps = 200 A GeV(squares). Plots show the dependene of the average number of lusters (a) andaverage luster multipliity (b) on the normalized luster size.This work is partially supported by the Polish Committee for Sienti�Researh under Grants No. 2 P03B 05417 and 2 P03B 04916.
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